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SUBJECT: Telephone convorsation with Wash:nton Post reporter 

Ron Kessler 

On July 12, 1978 at 5:00PM I Telephoned Eon Kessler at the 

Washington Post concerning his 11/26/76 VIP story about a purported 

bid by Oswald to offer information to the Russians in Mexico City 

in exchange for a trip to the Soviet Union. 

I firs.t. asked Kessler if the intercepted call in question was 

the 9/28 phone call from the Cuban to he Russian Embassy. After 

some hesitating Kessie7—aecided that it was. I then noted that 

Sylvia Duran Put Oswald on the line for this call and A$t.gea ges5ler 

if Duran remembered the part about Oswald wanting to make a deal. 

Kessler stated turan remembered the call but not that portion of it. 

I next asked about Kessler's statement in his article that 

;earren Comnission staff members were shown transcripts of the 

intercepted conversations. Kessler said that the WC staff had 

been given the opportunity to look at the transcripts but that 

they had not been provided a copy. Asked if there was a copy of 

the transcripts in the National Archives, Kessler replied 

"definitely not". 

Kessler stated that it is •  the.::IA's contention that he;a--es 

were destroyed prior to the assassination and that this was 

confirmed not only by Phillips but by :.everal other "highly r: liable" 

sources. Kessler said he did not ?_now whether •o believe this e:zpla-

nation or not.. • 

I as!:ed him if he were' famildar 	an 11/23 FBI report nention 

in a tape recording that FBI.  acents LA 7)allas lisoned 	:1101;%Ay 



Kos. lor 	.t 114,  was a,,d 	fact br'.d 

checked into it and concluded that -the reference to the tape in the 

report was simply a mistake (!) Kessler said the reference to the 

tape in the 11/23 repolit sale fron an earlier Shanklin-Hoover cable 

according to a source of his, and that he called Shanklin 1:410 

told him that the recording was all a mistake. Kessler then called 

James Hosty, who had no recollection of the tape. Kessler said 

he then looked at some available CIA documents and saw many refer-

ences to the photos but none to a tape. He 7ave no other reasons 

for concluding the reference to the tape was a mistake. Kessler 

said he did -not talk to Bookhout. 

I mentioned to Kessler that his story caused a big fuss at 

first but seemed to have died out. He agriled, but stuck by his 

story and all material elements in it. I read to him a portion 

of a. letter from David Phillips to Brian awe where Phillips 

a tempted to distance himself'from Kessler's story. Kessler-

termed Phillip6' denials "carefully worded" rind claimed it 

"misrepresented what I attributed to him," Asked if Phillips 

ever called to claim he Was misquoted, Kessler re-)lied, "never," 


